About Hydracore
Hydracore Drills Ltd. has been
building drilling equipment
since
1975.
Hydracore
machines
are
the
most
portable drills available in the
world, with depth capacities up
to 10000ft (3000m) .
We are proud to build drills
that are powerful, safe, and
reliable, helping our customers
achieve
lower
operational
costs,
increase
their
profitability
and
competitiveness.
Hydracore drills can direct
close to the full engine power
to the drill head, at same time,
they are comparatively lighter
than our competition.
Therefore,
with
maximum
power going to the head and
lesser weight, our drills have
the highest power to weight
ratio in the industry.
More power to the drill head
means that you can drill
deeper and faster, increasing
your bottom line.
Hydracore HC5000
Total Weight: 6,000lbs/2,721Kg
HP to Drill Head: 157HP/117Kw
Pullback Force: 50,000lbs/22,679Kg
Atlas Copco C6
Total Weight: 14,000lbs/6,350Kg
HP to Drill Head: 149HP/111Kw
Pullback Force: 31,000lbs/14,061Kg
Email
info@hydracore.com
Phone
604-940-4937

Address
7702 Progress Way
Delta, BC, Canada.
V4G 1A4

Hydracore
Drills
are
designed to be light yet
tough,
matching
or
exceeding the specifications
of drills 3-4 times their size.
You will realize repeated
time
and
cost
savings
during
mobilization
and
setup.
Besides offering maximum
power to the drill head, our
drills offer industry leading
pullback force, which is
another critical feature of
any core drill.
Increasing
demand
for
deeper holes and larger
core size require a drill with
the capacity to meet the
job.
Higher pullback force allows
you to bid on a broad range
of
projects
with
one
machine.
We manufacture Core, RC,
Geotechnical, Sonic & MultiPurpose
Drills
for
Heliportable,
Man-portable,
Truck, Track, Surface and
Underground applications.

MAKING DRILLING EASIER SINCE 1975

Meet MAX, HC5000max, the
beast
that
operates
at
260HP, providing a massive
233HP to the drill head,
where it matters the most,
with an impressive pullback
force of 70,000 lbs, and it
comes with a total weight of
mere
8000lbs,
there
is
nothing out there that can
come even close to it.
This machine has more power
to the head than the Boart
Longyear LF230 or the
Eprioc Christensen CT20.
Those
are
both
heavy
machines that are difficult
and expensive to move to
site.
The
CT20
weighs
40,000
lbs
and
LF230
weighs
32,160
lbs.
The
HC5000max weighs about
8000 lbs (3630KG) which
allows our customers to
realize repeated time and
cost
savings
during
mobilization and setup.
There is no need for pipe
wrenches on the MAX! The
powerful
double-breakout
foot clamp can separate even
the most stubborn rod joints.
This increases the safety of
your drillers!

